CURRENT ALERT
Science Academy
5 and 12 November 2022
"Observing the Universe"

All participants receive one door prize ticket. Extra door prize tickets are earned by...

*the first four registrants of a session.
- first registrant (four extra)  - second registrant (three extra)
- third registrant (two extra)  - fourth registrant (one extra)

*the first six arrivals for a session.
- These six receive (three extra), (two extra) or (one extra) depending on order of arrival and whether Cadets arrive together.

5 November Word Search Theme: “Land Surveying”
5 November Game Theme: “All Aboard!”

12 November Word Search Theme: “Quarries”
12 November Activity: Pocket Sun Clock

Level 1 Prize(s): Fifteen Puzzle
Level 2 Prize: Gayla Kite
Level 3 Prize: \{specific to Cadet\}

Perpetual Activity for All SA Sessions:
* Electronic Snap-Circuit Kit